**TERMS OF USE**

The University of Antwerp (UA) has created a **DTI Rat Brain Atlas**, a proprietary work the content of which may or may not include third-party proprietary graphic images.

The use of the **DTI Rat Brain Atlas** is subject to the following conditions. By downloading the **DTI Rat Brain Atlas**, you (“the User”) agree to abide by the terms of use described in this notice. If you do not agree to abide by these terms of use, do not download the **DTI Rat Brain Atlas**.

1. The user is authorized to view, download and use the **DTI Rat Brain Atlas** for academic purposes only. This authorization is not a transfer of any rights in the materials other than those expressly granted.

2. The User shall not reproduce, modify, abridge, condense, translate, adapt, recast, or otherwise create derivative works from the **DTI Rat Brain Atlas** in any manner or form, including but not limited to any minor or significant change in wording, organization, format, resolution or visual layout of the **DTI Rat Brain Atlas**.

3. The User shall not remove, or disassociate, from the **DTI Rat Brain Atlas** any copyright or other proprietary notices contained in the **DTI Rat Brain Atlas**.

4. The User is expressly prohibited from distributing, disseminating, licensing of any kind from the **DTI Rat Brain Atlas** or any portion thereof, whether for commercial use or for the benefit of any third parties.

5. The **DTI Rat Brain Atlas** is provided "AS IS" without any expressed or implied warranty of any kind. In no event will UA and/or the author be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, special or other consequential damages resulting from the use of the **DTI Rat Brain Atlas**. The non-liability covers, without limitation, any lost profits, business interruption, loss of programs or other data on User’s information system or otherwise, even if UA and/or author has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

6. The User shall acknowledge UA’s contribution and any third-party copyrights so indicated in providing the **DTI Rat Brain Atlas** in any publication it may make and cite the relevant publication [Veraart J et al. (2011) “Population-averaged diffusion tensor imaging atlas of the Sprague Dawley rat brain”, NeuroImage 58(4) 975-983].

_________________________       ___________________
(Name)                                   (Date, Signature)
7. The laws of Belgium (without regard for choice of law rules) govern these terms of use, the privacy policies, and performance under them. Any suit or other action arising out of, or in any way connected with, the User’s use of the DTI Rat Brain Atlas may be brought only in the commercial courts of Antwerp, Belgium. The User irrevocably consent to the jurisdiction and venue of such courts.

8. UA and author reserve the right, at their sole discretion and without any notice, to change, modify, add, or remove any portion of these terms and conditions at any time. Changes in these terms and conditions will be effective when the revised terms and conditions are posted. The User’s use or continued use of the DTI Rat Brain Atlas after any changes to these terms and conditions are posted will be considered acceptance of those changes.

Accepted and agreed to:

By: name: __________________

Institute: __________________

Address: __________________

__________________________  _________________

(Date, Signature)